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Abstract—Content distribution systems, such as on-demand
video services [6], file-sharing networks [8], [1], and content
clouds [2], provide ubiquitous data access and data sharing
for large numbers of end-users. To efficiently provide content
access across geographic locations, content storage nodeswith
limited capacity are conventionally organized in a multi-layer
architecture to facilitate vertical as well as horizontal peer
content retrievals, each of which may have different band-
width constraints and transport costs. Content management,
i.e., caching strategies, is deployed to efficiently utilize storage
nodes and further reduce network retrieval traffic and cost.
An optimal system design of such a multi-layer system needs
to accommodate the trade-offs between vertical communication,
peer communication, storage capacity and the users’ retrieval
traffic, driven by caching policies. In this paper, we propose a
generic optimization framework based on steady-state content
diffusion to minimize the total content retrieval cost in multi-
layer content distribution systems, while considering theafore-
mentioned trade-offs. The derived optimal content diffusion can
evaluate the optimality of caching policies, and dimensionthe
size of the system and the node caching capacity. Furthermore,
we develop Peer Aware Content Caching (PACC) policies based
on the derived optimal content diffusion. Our simulation results
show that PACC effectively caches content and minimizes vertical
and horizontal content retrieval costs under different system
scenarios.

Index Terms—content distribution, optimization, retrieval cost.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Modern content distribution systems are developed to pro-
vide access to various types of content, such as video clips
and data files, to end-users who are geographically distantly
located. The amount and the variety of the data stored in
such systems is growing tremendously with the current trend
of user-generated content and the expansion of on-demand
services [5]. To ensure the availability and satisfactory re-
trieval of content items, a large amount of network storage
infrastructure, together with content management policies,
i.e., caching policies, are deployed. The emerging of today’s
cloud computing [2] is partially to address scalability and
cost-efficiency issues related to content access for enterprises
and individual users. The challenge for providers of content
distribution systems is to retain a good system design, i.e., the
structure of storage nodes and storage capacity, with minimal
content retrieval cost and content management overhead.

A multi-layer tree-like architecture is conventionally
adopted in content distribution systems. End-users request

content items, which are retrieved top-down from higher layers
to the lower layers, depending on the content diffusion -
that is, the availability of content items in storage nodes [7].
Caching strategies have been shown to effectively organizea
huge variety of content items with widely differing popularity
in limited storage space [7], [14]. Recently, peer-assisted
architectures [11], [5] have enabled the cached content items
to be shared among some peer nodes at the same layer. The po-
tential benefits of peer content retrieval stem from the shorter
geographic distance and lower infrastructure cost [9], which
often result in lower horizontal peer retrieval costs than the
vertical retrieval. As a result, various content caching policies,
such as collaborative caching [5], [15], [18], are designedto
take advantage of peer and vertical content retrieval in best
utilizing the limited storage space.

Content popularity is commonly adopted as a criterion in
caching design, such as Least Recently Used (LRU) popularity.
In many cases, end-users’ requests for content items have been
observed to follow a Zipf-like popularity distribution [13]. In
the aforementioned multi-layer content distribution system, the
actual distribution of retrieval requests received at a certain
layer of storage nodes depend on the content diffusion at
peer nodes and nodes at lower layers. Therefore, the content
diffusion and popularity at each layer is affected by complex
cross-layer and inter-layer interactions, which are due tothe
caching policies and retrieval channels used. To minimize the
total retrieval traffic of the entire multi-layer system, itis
critical to characterize the content popularity and diffusion in
a layer-wise fashion with respect to the system architecture
and caching policies.

Depending on the nature of the content items and the
system architecture, various performance measures are used
as optimization criterions in the caching policies. Minimizing
the retrieval latency is the main objective in web-based content
systems [8], [12], whereas bandwidth consumption is one
of the foremost performance criterions in content streaming
systems [16], [5]. As the variety in terms of types of content
and types of hosting platforms increases, unified performance
measures, such as retrieval cost, that integrate bandwidth
consumption and retrieval latency as well as infrastructure
expenses, are very desirable when evaluating future systems.
Meanwhile, as the overall system performance of a multi-layer
content distribution system depends on several interrelated
issues, such as the retrieval channels, the system size, thecache



size of the storage nodes, caching policies etc., a systematic
approach is required to combine all the aforementioned di-
mensions when optimizing multi-layer systems.

In this paper, we build a simple and generic content dif-
fusion optimization framework for a three-layer content dis-
tribution system, where both vertical and horizontal retrieval
is enabled. Herein, the first two layer consists of storage
nodes with limited buffer space, and the third layer is the
central server. The objective is to minimize the total content
retrieval cost by controlling the content diffusion, subject
to the entire system buffer space. We further numerically
evaluate the dimensioning of the network and buffer size
using the proposed optimization framework. Secondly, we
propose two Peer Aware Content Caching (PACC) policies,
PACC-AR and PACC-CL, which are based on the derived
optimal content diffusion and which employ different degrees
of peer collaboration. Specifically, PACC-AR is implemented
distributively, whereas PACC-CL collaborates with peer nodes
in the caching process. The effectiveness of the PACC policies
are shown in simulations with various system specifications.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The
system specification is given in Section II. The proposed
content diffusion optimization is described in Section III.
The proposed PACC polices are explained in Section IV.
Section V contains the experimental results. The related work
is presented in Section VI, and Section VII concludes the
work.

II. SYSTEM AND RETRIEVAL COST

The distribution system considered maintains a total of
K content items of constant size in a three-layer hierarchy
of content distribution system as shown in Figure 1. Each
node at layerj ∈ {1, 2} is assumed identical and has a
buffer capacity ofBj , which is assumed far smaller thanK,
Bj ≪ K. The central server is the top layer, which has no
buffer constraint and contains all content items. Every node at
layer j is vertically connected to a parent node at layerj + 1
and toNj−1 child nodes at layerj − 1. Moreover,Nj peer
nodes at layerj having the same parent node are horizontally
interconnected and form a so-called peer network at layerj.
The request rate of a content itemk, rk = 1

kα
, k = {1 . . .K},

from end-users is assumed to follow a Zipf distribution and
is estimated through off-line profiling and online estimation.
Content requests are assumed uniformly distributed acrossall
nodes. For a given stationary window,rk, ∀k is constant and
we thus focus on the steady state of the content diffusion. Due
to storage capacity limitations and depending on the caching
policy, it may be the case that a requested content item is not
cached at the local node. We refer to the average availability of
a content item at storage nodes at layerj as content diffusion,
denoted byπj

k.
At any given layer, an uncached content item can either be

retrieved from the peer nodes, as long as at least one copy
is available in the peer network, or vertically from the parent
node. Both channels are assigned retrieval costs, which are
meant to capture the costs related to the network bandwidth
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Fig. 1. A schematics of a three-layer content distribution system.

and geographic retrieval distances [6]. We let the vertical
content retrieval cost at layerj to becj and the peer retrieval
cost at layerj to be c′j . Note that the specific values ofcj

and c′j are system dependent, and thus considered as given
input parameters of the optimization in this study. If a content
item is retrieved from the local node, there is no retrieval
cost associated with it. In general, we assume the horizontal
retrieval cost to be less than the vertical retrieval cost, meaning
c′j ≤ cj .

III. C ONTENT DIFFUSION OPTIMIZATION

We propose a content diffusion optimization framework that
minimizes the content retrieval costs based on the content
diffusion, which is constrained by the buffer capacity. The
derivation presented here is for a three-layer system, but the
derivation can be extended for an arbitrary number of layers.
We also discuss how the proposed optimization framework can
be used to explore the dimensioning of peer network size and
buffer size.

Let us first derive the layer-wise retrieval traffic. Let the
probability that a copy of content itemk is locally cached
at a layerj node beπ

j
k, which ranges between[0, 1]. Due

to the assumption of symmetric nodes,π
j
k ∀k is identical for

all nodes at layerj. The retrieval traffic of content itemk
from a single node at layer1 is the product of the content
request rate and content unavailability,rk(1 − π1

k). Note that
we normalizerk throughout this study, so that

∑
k rk = 1.

The content retrieval requests can be fulfilled by peers with
the probability1 − (1 − π1

k)N1−1, meaning that at least one
of N1 − 1 peer nodes has such a content item. On the other
hand, an uncached content itemk is retrieved vertically from
the parent node with the probability(1 − π1

k)N1−1. The total
retrieval traffic at a first-layer node is thus

∑
k rk{(1−π1

k)(1−
(1−π1

k)N1−1)+(1−π1
k)N1}. The retrieval cost incurred at the

total of N1N2 first-layer nodes is the product of the content
retrieval traffic and the corresponding retrieval costs,c1 and
c′1,

N1N2

∑

k

rk{c
′
1(1 − π1

k) + (c1 − c′1)(1 − π1
k)N1}.

The request for content itemk is received by a second-
layer node at the rateN1rk(1 − π1

k)N1 , which is essentially
the vertical retrieval traffic for content itemk generated byN1

nodes at the first layer. The retrieval traffic of content item



k generated at the second layer is the product of the local
diffusion and the request rate received from the first layer,
N1rk(1− π1

k)N1(1− π2
k). Some items can be horizontally re-

trieved from the peer nodes with probability1−(1−π2
k)

N2−1,
whereas others can only be retrieved vertically from the central
server with probability(1 − π2

k)N2−1. The retrieval cost for
content itemk at each second-layer node is

N1rk(1−π1
k)N1(1−π2

k){c′2(1−(1−π2
k)N2−1)+c2(1−π2

k)N2−1},

wherec2 and c′2 are the horizontal peer retrieval and vertical
central server retrieval cost, respectively.

The total content retrieval cost,RC, of entire system is

RC = N1N2

∑
k rk{c

′
1(1 − π1

k) + (c1 − c′1)(1 − π1
k)N1 +

(1 − πk)N1{c′2(1 − π2
k) + (c2 − c′2)(1 − π2

k)N2}}.

As each node at layerj has a capacity to cacheBj content
items, the sum of the entire content diffusion (availability)
is

∑
k π

j
k = Bj in the long run. We summarize the content

diffusion optimization, denoted byO, as

(O) min RC(π1
k . . . π1

K , π2
1 . . . π2

K)
∑

k π1
k = B1∑

k π2
k = B2

0 ≤ π1
k, π2

k ≤ 1.

To solve a generalO, we suggest to resort to CONOPT [3]
due to the intractability of obtaining a closed-form solution
from high-order functions. As for theO with degenerate cost
structure, i.e.,c2 = c′2 , we can obtain a simple optimal
structure for content diffusion.

Lemma 3.1:When c2 = c′2, the optimal policy is to
statically cache theB2 of content which receives the highest
content request raterk(1 − π1

k∗)
N .

Proof: When c2 = c′2 and after some algebraic manipu-
lation, one can getRC = N1N2

∑
k rk{c

′
1(1 − π1

k) + (c1 −
c′1)(1−π1

k)N1)}+c2rk(1−π1
k)N1(1−π2

k). Thus,RC is clearly
a linear function ofπ2

k with coefficientsc2rk(1 − π1
k)N1 . For

given rk andπ1
k, to minimizeRC, one needs to haveπ2

k = 1
for B2 content items, which have the highest coefficient,
rk(1 − π1

k)N1 . It also holds true forπ1
k∗, which in turn

minimizesRC. Thus, statically cachingB2 content items with
the highestrk(1 − π1

k∗)
N minimizes the retrieval cost.

A. Sensitivity Analysis: Buffer and Peer

In principle, the proposed diffusion optimization can be used
for evaluating system dimensions, such as optimal size of peer
network and caching capacity, by assuming optimal diffusion
(πj

k∗) can be obtained by some caching policies. For instance,
with a fixed total caching capacity at layerj, Γj , one can find
a peer network size and the buffer size that can best utilize
the horizontal and vertical communications by modifying the
diffusion constraints inO as

∑

k

π
j
k =

Γj

Nj

.

A numerical derivative ofRC can be taken with respect toNj

to evaluate whether the current system dimensions of layerj

can be further improved.
An important premises of applying the proposed diffusion

optimization numerically in actual system design is to ob-
tain accurate estimations for system-dependent retrievalcosts,
which is out of scope of the paper. In a larger peer network, the
content can be retrieved from a closer neighboring node with
a higher probability and possibly higher bandwidth [6]. On
the other hand, a smaller peer network with bigger individual
buffers might be more affected by bandwidth limits, because
of higher traffic loads. We present the numerical results in
Section V to illustrate how the retrieval cost affects optimal
sizing.

IV. PEER-AWARE CONTENT CACHING

The objective of the content management policy here is to
attain the minimal retrieval cost inO, which is equivalent
to achieving the optimal content diffusionπj

k∗ defined in the
proposed diffusion optimization. As nodes are assumed to
be uniformly identical, we can straightforwardly derive the
optimal number of content itemk at the layerj peer network
as

M
j
k∗ = Njπ

j
k ∗ .

As a result, keeping the number of content item copies at
M

j
k , ∀k, j for the entire system can also minimize the system-

wide content retrieval cost. The centralized management of
content copies over the entire network is not trivial and can
cause significant overhead [4]. Moreover, it is challengingto
fairly distributeM

j
k∗ copies amongNj nodes so that the loads

of the individual network nodes are balanced. An unfair and
unbalanced distribution ofM j

k∗ copies could discourage peers
from sharing content and further break down the system [10].
To achieve an optimalM j

k∗ with a minimum overhead of copy
control and peer collaboration, we propose the Peer-Aware
Content Caching (PACC) policy, which can be implemented
in a distributed or a semi-distributed fashion.

When receiving a content request, the PACC policy first
decides whether or not to cache the content item for future
use. If a new item is decided to be cached and the buffer
is full, an existing content item is discarded. The optimal
content diffusionπ

j
k∗, the peer content distribution, and the

local content popularity are criteria considered in PACC. In
general, PACC keeps a stand-alone copy of a content item
k at a layerj node if the derivedπj

k∗ ≥ T j−max, where
T j−max is a threshold value. For example, whenT j−max = 1,
PACC keeps a stand-alone copy of content itemk, which has
π

j
k∗ = 1. PACC does not keep content itemk at the layerj

peer network if its optimal diffusion is less than the threshold,
π

j
k∗ ≤ T j−min. For instance, whenT j−min = 0.3, PACC

does not keep content items which haveπ
j
k∗ = 0.3.

For content items with an optimal diffusion between
[T j−min, T j−max], two variations of PACC, PACC-AR and
PACC-CL, employ different degrees of selfishness and col-
laboration for caching and discarding. The intuitive values



for [T j−min, T j−max] are [0,1], which are adopted in our
experimental evaluations. Nevertheless,T j−min andT j−max

are control parameters that can be tuned according to system
specifications and parameters. The definitions of AR and CL
are as follows:

• AR (Always cache,Randomly discard)
The PACC-AR algorithm always caches requested con-
tent and discards local content randomly. PACC-AR is
a purely distributed policy without explicit peer collab-
oration. Note that as the threshold values for applying
AR are determined by the proposed content diffusion
optimization, PACC-AR is definitely peer-aware. Always-
caching increases the probability of keeping more popular
content at the local node, whereas random discarding
ensures that every node discards some popular content
and thus keeps some unpopular content. Consequently,
all content items can be circulated among all peers,
even though every node manages its own buffer selfishly
according to its local requests.

• CL (Collaboratively cache,LRU discard)
The PACC-CL algorithm explicitly collaborates with
peers to keepM j−max

k copies of content itemk, and
discards local content following a Least Recently Used
(LRU) policy. It only maintainsM

j−max
k copies of

content itemk (T j−min < πk < T j−max) across the
peer network, whereM j−max

k is the ceiling of average
allocatable free buffer after excluding stand-alone and
never-cached content items. For example, the system has
Nj = 20 andBj = 10 to caterK = 200 content items.
According toπ

j
k∗, PACC decides to keep content items

with id k = 1− 2 and never cache content items with id
k = 101−200. We then useM j−max

k = ⌈ (10−2)·20
100 ⌉ = 2

to make caching decision for content items with id
k = 3−100. An existing cached content item is discarded
if it is the least recently requested item in the local buffer.
Collaborative caching can ensure that every node caches
less popular content, whereas LRU discarding increases
the probability of keeping more popular content locally.
Thus, all content copies can be distributed evenly among
all peers.

Algorithm 1 PACC-AR and PACC-CL

if π
j
k∗ > T j−max then

keep content itemk locally
else

if T j−min < π
j
k∗ < T j−max then

AR: always cache, randomly discard
CL : collaboratively cache, LRU discard

end if
else

if π
j
k∗ < T j−min then

never cache.
end if

end if

V. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

We built an event-driven simulator in the Java environment
to validate the proposed content diffusion optimization and
the proposed PACC policies, PACC-AR and PACC-CL. In the
simulator, incoming requests are processed atomically so that
individual requests do not interfere with one another. First
we compare different combinations of the PACC policies in
a three-layer system with respect to different cost functions.
We then present the numerical results for the first layer with
varying buffer size (B) and number of peer nodes (N ).

A. Retrieval Traffic Costs
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Fig. 2. A three-layer system under different cost function Aand B.
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Fig. 3. The distribution of content retrieval traffic under different cost
structures.

The system considered here has a central server and two
layers of network storage, withN1 = 10, B1 = 5, N2 = 5,
B2 = 10, to provideK = 150 content items. The content
request rate of the end-users isrk, and the Zipf distribution
hasα = 1. The two sets of retrieval costs considered are (a)
lower and (b) higher peer retrieval cost, which are summarized
in Table I. Figures 2 (a) and (b) show the request rates and
optimal content diffusion derived from(O) with respect to
each layer. The optimal diffusion in both layers has a similar
trend, which is driven by the number of content requests
received. As we can see that the requests for content items
received in the first layer have a higher variance than in the
second layer, the optimal diffusionπ1

k∗ has a larger variance
thanπ2

k∗ in general. The other observation is that the optimal
content distribution here is to have content items with smaller
k in the first layer and content itemsk with medium popularity
in the second layer. The remainder of the content items are
retrieved from the central server.



TABLE I
COST FUNCTIONS

c′
1

c1 c′
2

c2
Cost A 1 2 2.5 3
Cost B 0.25 1.25 1.5 2.5

We apply both PACC-CL and PACC-AR in different com-
binations on the first and second layers. For each cost function
we thus have four combinations on the first and second
layer, namely AR-AR, AR-CL, CL-AR and CL-CL, with the
following parameters:

• Cost A
At the first layer, PACC keeps content items with idk =
1 − 2 statically, and never caches a content item with id
k > 25. For content items with idk = 3−25, PACC-AR
and PACC-CL policies are applied. Specifically, PACC-
CL here keeps at most two copies (M1−max

k = 2) of such
content items in the peer network. At the second layer,
PACC-CL and PACC-AR collaboratively cache content
items with idk = 7− 76, and PACC-CL tries to keep at
most two copies (M2−max

k = 2) of them. The remainder
of the content items are not cached.

• Cost B
For cost B, PACC keeps no static copies for either layer.
At the first layer, both PACC policies collaborate for
content items with idk = 1−45, and PACC-CL keeps at
most one copy (M1−max

k = 1) of such content items in
the peer network. At the second layer, PACC-AR and
PACC-CL collaboratively cache content items with id
k = 6 − 100, and PACC-CL again keeps at most one
copy (M2−max

k = 1) at the second-layer peer network.
The remainder of the content items are not cached.

The resulting retrieval traffic distribution is shown in Figure
3, where1st local and2nd local denotes that content items are
retrieved locally from the first and the second layer nodes,
respectively. PACC-CL is observed to have a lower local
retrieval rate, but higher peer traffic. Applying CL-CL in
both cost functions achieves the lowest central server traffic,
especially in the case of a lower peer retrieval cost. We can also
see that both PACC caching policies retain higher percentages
of local retrieval and peer retrieval in the first-layer nodes than
in the second-layer nodes. This can be explained by the content
diffusion distribution and requests, shown in Figure 2, which
are step-like functions. The parameters of the PACC-CL and
PACC-AR policies at the second layer are currently based on
the predicted second-layer requests rates, shown in Figure2
(a). They are essentially a function of the predicted optimal
diffusion of the first layer. We believe that as the accuracy of
the predicted second-layer request rate improves, PACC can
potentially achieve lower central server retrieval trafficin the
second layer.

The total retrieval cost normalized by the predicted optimal
cost is summarized in Table II. The lowest content retrieval
cost is obtained for both cost functions when the PACC-CL
caching policy is used on both layers. On other hand, PACC-
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Fig. 4. Second-layer content diffusion for a three-layer system, in which
PACC-CL is applied at the first-layer nodes.

AR caching on both layers has a higher retrieval cost, but
without peer collaboration overhead. The overhead of applying
PACC-CL is lower when the number of peers is smaller. The
trade-off between PACC-CL and PACC-AR is in terms of
saving of retrieval cost and the collaboration overhead. For
Cost A, AR-CL has a decent retrieval cost but only needs to
maintain collaborative caching with four other peer nodes,i.e.,
far less than collaborating at the first layer. For Cost B, CL-AR
has a more prominent retrieval cost saving than AR-CL, and
lower caching collaboration overhead than CL-CL. Depending
on the system specification, PACC-CL and PACC-AR can be
used interchangeably to achieve the desired trade-off. Overall,
both PACC-CL and PACC-AR are very effective in achieving
the predicted optimal retrieval cost.

TABLE II
RETRIEVAL COST NORMALIZED BY THE PREDICTED OPTIMAL COST

(1st layer -2nd layer) Cost A Cost B

AR-AR 106.26% 99.70%
AR-CL 104.21% 96.20%
CL-AR 103.35% 90.56%
CL-CL 100.64% 87.93%

B. Impact of Buffer and Peer Network Sizes

In this subsection, we present an example of numerical
evaluations for different sizes of peer nodes and buffers atthe
first layer. The total available storage capacity isΓ = 100 and
the individual buffer size of a node isB1 = 100

N1

. We compare
three sets of(B1, N1) = {(5, 20), (10, 10), and(50, 2)}. We
set the peer retrieval costc′1 = 1, and vertical retrieval cost
c1 = 1 + β 1√

N1

. The difference betweenc1 and c′1 is an
increasing function ofN1, meaning that the vertical retrieval
cost is higher in a larger system than in a small system. We
use three different values ofβ = {2, 6, 10}. The optimal total
retrieval cost computed in the content diffusion optimization
is illustrated in Figure 5.

Whenβ = 2, a smaller number of peer nodes with bigger
buffers can have the lowest retrieval cost because of the higher
difference in vertical and horizontal retrieval costs. On the
contrary, whenβ = 10, a larger peer network with small
individual buffers can achieve the lowest retrieval cost. As
for β = 6, the total retrieval cost differences among different
dimensions of network and buffer sizes are insignificant. A
general observation from our numerical experiments is that
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the optimal design is highly impacted by the cost function
and content request rates, which are very system specific.
As demonstrated by our results, we believe the proposed
simple content optimization framework can efficiently provide
performance evaluations to explore the design space of multi-
layer content distribution systems.

VI. RELATED STUDIES

Prior studies on caching strategies mainly focus on opti-
mizing the performance of specific content distribution con-
figurations, e.g., web proxy caching [18], [17], IPTV video
caching [14], [7] and distributed file systems [8]. The per-
formance characteristics of interest are mainly access latency
and bandwidth consumption, depending on specific system
and application scenarios. Few studies have investigated cost
optimization using collaborative caching. Cha et al. [6] em-
pirically compared the cost of different IPTV architectures to
distribute video content. Borst et al. [5] formulated a content
retrieval cost optimization using integer programming, which
is not applicable when evaluating the performance impact
from a system perspective, i.e., the dimensions of system size
and storage capacity. Our proposed optimization framework
is capable of evaluating the overall content retrieval costof a
multi-layer system, as well as providing a sensitivity analysis
of the system parameters. From the perspective of a single
layer, the proposed PACC policies show strong resemblances
to caching policies proposed in earlier studies [5], [15]. As
PACC is based on a multi-layer optimization, it is not only
collaborating with peer nodes, but also higher-layer and lower-
layer nodes, which are not explicitly considered by earlier
proposed collaborative caching policies.

VII. C ONCLUSION REMARK

In this study, we first proposed a content diffusion opti-
mization framework to minimize the content retrieval cost
in a three-layer content distribution system. The framework
captures the critical system parameters, including the content
request rate, the layer-wise storage capacity, the layer-wise
peer network size and the content retrieval cost. The derived

content diffusion is used to investigate the trade-off between
vertical and peer retrieval costs. Secondly, we developed two
peer-aware caching policies, PACC-AR and PACC-CL, whose
parameters are based on the derived optimal content diffusion.
PACC-AR is purely distributed, whereas PACC-CL requires
peer collaboration in the caching process. Our experiments
show that both come close to achieving the optimal diffu-
sion and, moreover, also achieve fairly low retrieval costs,
especially PACC-CL. As PACC has been developed on the
proposed optimization framework, it can easily be adjustedfor
various system specifications and cost functions. In general, we
observed that the optimal content diffusion and the optimal
system dimensioning highly depend on the retrieval cost
structure. We plan to conduct experiential studies to quantify
retrieval cost functions in the future and validate our results
on real networks.
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